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ABSTRACT
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE e-Na 
AND e-Rb SPIN-EXCHANGE CROSS SECTIONS
by
STEVEN J. DAVIS
Th.e e-Rb and e-Na spin-exchange cross sections 
have been measured in a spin-exchange optical pumping 
experiment as a function of temperature over the range 
300-660°K for Rb and 1*00-725°K for Na. Within experi­
mental error, the cross sections are essentially constant 
as a function of temperature. Measurements at 293°K give 
(e-Rb) = (7*0 +_ 2.0) x 10 cm and measurements at 




In 1958 Dehmelt"^ performed an experiment which 
greatly extended the field of optical pumping. In
this experiment, free electrons were polarized in a
weak magnetic field hy undergoing spin exchange collisions 
with optically pumped Na atoms. Until that time, optical 
pumping had teen used to investigate those few atoms for
which suitable resonance lamps were available, i.e. Cs, Hg,
K, and Na, although many other atoms could have been studied 
had lamps been available. Dehmelt's experiment demonstrated 
that it was possible to orient atoms indirectly by means 
of spin exchange collisions. In this technique an atom 
which has been polarized (oriented along a weak magnetic 
field) by optical pumping undergoes a collision with a 
second atom and transfers its orientation to the- second 
atom during the collision;
At + Bi -*■ Ai + Bt .
This eliminated the need for a different resonance lamp for 
each theoretically "pumpable" element. This was a very 
significant contribution, as spin exchange optical pumping 
is experimentally much easier than would be the design, 
construction, and operation of exotic resonance lamps.
Soon after Dehmelt's paper, spin-exchange optical 
pumping measurements of several atomic ground states appeared
1
2in the literature. These' included the hyperfine ground 
states of H, D, T,2-** N,^ p,^ and since then, many more 
different atoms have been studied.
The experimental extensions rendered by spin- 
exchange collisions were not limited to atomic energy level 
measurements. Indeed, Dehmelt, in this initial paper,
3y(H*)
measured -----  an order of magnitude more precisely than
previous determinations, and he made an estimation for the 
Na - e spin-exchange cross section. Spin-exchange has been 
utilized in many different types of experiments, e.g. mea­
surements of hyperfine pressure and temperature shifts which 
serve as sensitive tests for theoretical atomic wave 
functions, measurements of the electron g factor, which 
test predictions of Q.E.D., determinations of g factor 
ratios which are of interest as tests for theoretical g 
factors, and measurements of spin-exchange cross sections 
for electron-atom and atom-atom collisions which yield 
information concerning the interaction potentials between 
the colliding particles.
Interest in spin-exchange is not limited to the 
realm of optical pumping. In recent years atomic beam 
workers have measured partial and total spin-exchange cross 
sections for electron-alkali atom collisions in the eV 
energy r a n g e . T h e r e  is also a great deal of astrophysical 
interest in spin-exchange cross sections.9 Astrophysicists 
measure the hydrogen density both in and beyond our galaxy 
by measuring the intensity of the 21 cm hydrogen ground
state hyperfine emission line.10 Since spin-exchange 
collisions can change the populations of these hyperfine 
levels, they play an important role in determining the 
radiative transition rates between the ground state hyper­
fine levels. Also, the effect of frequency shifts due to 
E-H spin exchange collisions must be considered in the
11 12operation of a hydrogen maser as a frequency standard. ’
Many theoretical investigations concerning electron 
alkali atom low energy elastic scattering have been com­
pleted in recent years. These calculations have been 
approached essentially in two different ways. The first is
called the "adiabatic" or polarized orbital model. Here,
—12 13the fact that the collision time (10 sec) is much
greater than the atomic period (10 ^ s e c  ) j1  ^ is utilized
in assuming that the atomic system is able to react ,
15(polarize), in response to the incident electron. The 
atomic wave functions are thus assumed to change adiabati-
cally during the collision process. Calculations of this
1^ ig 17 18
type have been carried out on Cs, * Rb, Li, and Na.
The second method, called close-coupling, assumes, 
the mass of the alkali nucleus to be infinite, and the 
wave function of the alkali atom-electron system is 
expanded in eigenstates of the alkali atom. The ex­
pansion is truncated to exclude all the alkali continuum
19and upper lying discrete states. The infinite series 
expansion is thus reduced to a series involving only a 
finite number of lower lying discrete states of the alkali
atom. Recent close-coupling calculations have been
p n
completed, for Cs , K, Na, and Li by Karule. Burke and
Taylor investigated Li in 1969, ^  and most recently
Norcross, and Moores and Norcross completed theoretical
22 21treatments of Li and Na. ’
As a rule, all of the above calculations are in 
reasonable agreement with recent atomic beam measurements 
of both spin-exchange and total elastic cross sections in 
the eV energy range. In different close-coupling calcu­
lations there is consistency among the calculated phase 
shifts. A discrepancy exists between these calculations 
and previous optical pumping measurements. These dif­
ferences will be discussed shortly, but first a brief 
description of spin-exchange optical pumping is 
necessary.
In these experiments alkali vapor in a cell is 
oriented along a magnetic field by optical pumping. 
Electrons, produced by either a continuous rf discharge 
or the ionizing radiation of tritium gas, undergo spin- 
exchange collisions with the oriented alkali atoms and 
themselves become polarized. When an rf magnetic field 
is tuned to the resonance frequency of the electrons they 
become depolarized, and through spin-exchange collisions, 
the alkali atoms become depolarized and absorb some of the 
pumping light. Experimental conditions can be adjusted 
so that the electron resonance linewidth is dominated 
by spin-exchange relaxation. The electron-alkali spin-
5exchange collisions also give rise to a shift in the peak
q ii
of the electron resonance line.
Measurements by Balling and Pipkin^ por e-Cs 
collisions gave a much larger spin-exchange cross section 
and much smaller frequency shifts than predicted by Stone 
and R e i t z . j j a measurements by Dehmelt,1 and by Balling^ 
yielded a cross section three times greater than predicted 
by Karule,^® and N o r c r o s s . ^2 Similarly, data of e-Rb^ 
collisions gave a much smaller shift to broadening ratio 
than predicted by B e n d e r . T h e s e  earlier optical pump­
ing studies of the e-alkali atom scattering process were 
limited to a very narrow temperature range for each 
alkali species.
This limitation was greatly reduced by the intro­
duction of the high temperature optical pumping technique 
by Balling, Lambert, Wright, and Weiss^® in 1969* This 
method greatly extended the temperature range of optical 
pumping, opening the door to many experiments, including 
ground state hyperfine studies of numerous atomic species. 
The hyperfine ground states and pressure shifts of Li
and Mn^1 have been studied using this technique. The 
Mn measurements are reported in the appendices of this 
paper as an example of the utility of spin-exchange 
optical pumping.
The goal of this experiment, then, was to utilize 
the high temperature technique to measure the temperature 
dependence of the e-Rb and the e-Na spin-exchange cross
6sections. These measurements would serve as tests for the 
latest e-Na theory, and also would check the previous e-Na 
and e-Rb measurements which were made over very limited 
temperature spans. Calculations of the e-Rb process are 
within present theoretical means, so e-Rb measurements were 
also of interest. Since Rb optical pumping is easier than 
that of sodium, it seemed reasonable to develop the experi­
mental procedure with the e-Rb experiments. Also as shown 
in the next chapter, the spin-exchange cross section and the 
frequency shift are both functions of the singlet and trip­
let scattering phase shifts, hence measurements of these two 
quantities can yield information about the scattering poten­
tials. Thus measurements of the frequency shifts were also 
sought.
The high temperature technique which made the mea­
surements proposed above possible, consists of containing 
the alkali metal in a small sidearm of the sample. The 
temperature of this sidearm is independently controlled 
from that of the cell by the continuous flow of a stream of 
cool air around the tip. This allows the cell to be heated 
to several hundred degrees C and still keep the alkali den­
sity in the cell low enough to afford good optical pumping 
signals (if the alkali density gets too large, the cell 
becomes opaque to the pumping light, hence no signal can 
be seen ).
As stated earlier, a separate experiment measuring 
the ground state of Mn is also reported in this work.
The Mn measurements clearly.show the versatility of both 
the spin-exchange and high temperature techniques.
The next chapter contains a brief description of 
the optical pumping process, the spin-exchange process, 
and other theoretical considerations necessary for an 




Optical pumping is a process in which light is used 
to alter the relati-ve populations of a set of energy levels 
of an atomic system from their normal Boltzmann distribution. 
The following is a brief description of optical pumping as 
it applies to sodium.
Na has a nuclear spin of I = 3/2 and an electronic
2 32 —ground state of S± . The nuclear spin I and electronic
x
angular momentum J couple through the hyperfine interaction
to form a resultant total atomic angular momentum F. The
possible values of F range in integral steps from (i - j|
to I + J. Thus, in the ground state, sodium has a hyperfine
doublet; F = 2, F = 1. Each F level has 2 F + 1 magnetic
sublevels associated with it, labelled M. M values range
33in integral steps from F to -F. There are therefore eight 
substates in the ground state of sodium: (2,2), (2,1),
(2,0), (2,-1), (2,-2), (1,1), (1,0), and (1, —1) where the 
labelling scheme is (F,M).
If a cell containing sodium vapor is placed in a 
weak, axial magnetic field HQk and illuminated with
O ii
left circularly polarized D-l resonance light (5896 A) 
incident along the direction of the static field, the
9following will happen. Some atoms in sublevels of the ground
state will absorb the radiation with the selection rule
A M  = + 1 and arrive in the Pj. state. Atoms in the sublevel
Z
(2 .2 ) of the ground state, however, cannot absorb the pumping
light because there is no sublevel M = 3 in the Px state.
Atoms pumped to the Pj. state spontaneously decay in about
z
—8 3 510 sec. to some sublevel of the ground state with the 
selection rule A M  = + 1,0. Thus, some atoms end up in the
(2.2) sublevel and can no longer absorb light. Ideally the 
atoms in the (2 ,2 ) sublevel would remain there indefinitely 
since the spontaneous decay rate to a lower sublevel is 
extremely small. One expects that under the influence of 
the pumping light all the atoms would be pumped to the (2 ,2 ) 
sublevel, thus obtaining complete orientation of the vapor. 
However, collisions with the cell walls cause non-radiative 
transitions which remove atoms from the (2,2) sublevel. To 
prevent rapid diffusion to the walls, the cells usually 
contain a few Torr of an inert gas such as He or He. Colli­
sions between ground state (Sl ) oriented sodium atoms and
1
inert gas atoms have very low disorientation cross sections 
so the polarization is preserved during collisions.
Since the inert gas slows the diffusion of the sodium atoms 
to the walls by non-disorienting collisions, it is referred 
to as a buffer gas.
When an rf magnetic field is applied perpendicular 
to the static field, at the sodium ground state hyperfine 
or Zeeman frequency, the atoms undergo the appropriate
10
transitions and the cell becomes depolarized. This is 
detected by monitoring the transmitted pumping light with 
a photocell. A partially oriented vapor is partially trans­
parent to the pumping light. However, when the vapor be­
comes depolarized under the influence of the rf, the atoms 
absorb the light and the transmitted intensity drops. The 
signal corresponds to the changes in the transmitted pumping 
light intensity.
The polarization of the excited P/ state is a 
strong function of the amount of buffer gas in the cell, as
P state electron - buffer gas collisions have relatively large
37disorientation cross sections. If the buffer gas pressure
3 8is more than/n/ IQ Torr, complete reorientation in the
excited state is expected. This means that the P state
sublevels become equally populated before reemission to the
ground state. For this situation the probabilities to re-
39turn to any ground state sublevel are all equal. The 
other extreme, no buffer gas, yields no excited state reori­
entation and the transition probabilities to the ground 
sublevels are not all equal.
The pumping process for Na which applies equally
O  rr
well for Rb (I = 3/2) has been examined by Franzen and 
Emslie for pumping with left circularly polarized D-l 
light. The rate equation for the occupation probability 
of the substate is written
Pm = - *“'ki)Pk r ' “'0 /2;
iz> * *--t
k -- l a y -  r  J
11
. , nrobability
where — tYrne"—  that an atom undergoes a transition
from ground substate i to ground substate j via the absorp­
tion of a photon and subsequent spontaneous emission, and 
w^j is the comparable transition rate caused by some relax­
ation mechanism such as cell walls.
The prime summation means that the j = k and i = k 
terms are omitted. This is the statement that an atom that 
undergoes a transition out of the substate k and subsequently 
returns to the same substate k does not affect the popula­
tion of that state.
Franzen and Emslie obtain numerical solutions to 
this set of equations for two limiting cases: l) complete
reorientation in the excited state and 2 ) no reorientation 
in the excited state. In both limits the results are 
roughly the same, i.e. under the influence of the pumping 
light the occupation probability of the (2 ,2 ) sublevel of 
the ground state approaches a maximum value while the occupa­
tion probabilities of all the other ground state sublevels 
approach zero. This means that the (2,2) sublevel becomes 
populated at the expense of the other sublevels. This 
effect in which weakly absorbing levels are populated while
the strongly absorbing states are depleted is called depopu-
, . . . Ullation pumping.
It is instructive to look at the pumping process for 
a fictitious zero nuclear spin alkali atom. The ground state 
has two sublevels, |-K> and J-r? • We define the respective 
occupation probabilities as n+ and n_. The pumping light, 
incident along the static magnetic field HQk , is assumed left
12
circularly polarized, hence causes A M  = +1 transitions 
We write the rate equations for n+ and n_,
ddP* = - P. * P+rf- 
d t
and
J j p -  = -  /J /yi_ + p.
S t
, „ probability . , , . .
where P = ■ . .— . . y that an atom undergoes a transition— unit time .
out of sublevel /-f> , and P+= P-r°ka*>ility' that an atom
T unit time
arrives in the \+> sublevel.
A straightforward solution to this set of equations 
gives ^   ^/u,  ^ pfo) _ £ /rtjo) r - (P+ + P-) t
)
The relative populations of the two levels at t = 0 is given 
by *  M(o)
/n.(o)
= e. k t
E + - E -
At room temperatures ~ fcrp ~0,so n + (0) = n_(0). Wow we
define the following constants.
P+ m_{o) - P. /*t(o)
" P+ ♦ P_
13
We now write the solutions as
m+it) -  /ri+(o) + « £ \ - e  2  }
r  ~ a * 1
Mji) = M+(o) - *1' " e J  •
From here we see that if P+> P-, i.e. pumping is more effi­
cient than relaxation then &  > O , which means that ff\+ gets 
greater in time while is reduced. This means that the
state fi} becomes populated at the expense of I , hence
the Boltzmann distribution is destroyed.
In the present experiment the linearly oscillating 
rf field was chopped at 10 Hz in order to utilize a lock-in 
detector. With the rf set at the appropriate alkali atom 
Zeeman frequency both the detected optical pumping signal 
and the chopped rf can be displayed in phase on a dual-trace 
oscilloscope. An illustration of a typical signal is dis­
played in figure 1. (The trace of the optical pumping sig­
nal is inverted so that absorption increases up along the 
vertical axis.) During the time interval a b, the rf was 
off and the cell became pumped, i.e. the alkali vapor 
gained a macroscopic magnetization along the direction of 
the static field HQ£, and the cell became more transparent 
to the pumping light. At time b the rf was abruptly switched 
on and the decaying sinewave resulted. At c the rf was shut 
off and pumping began again. Since the sinewave or "wiggles" 
were utilized in the data reduction of this work, it seems 
appropriate to examine them briefly.
For brevity let us assume that the alkali atom
FIGURE 1.
























ground state has only two sublevels, l + >  and I —}  . When 
radiation is applied, pumping takes plane. When the 
sample is pumped then most of the spins "precess" around
A -
the static field HQk in the state |+/ , at frequency cO0 . 
The effect of the application of the rf is easiest to see 
in a rotating frame. The linearly oscillating field,
A
3 f-j/ A> , can be written as the superposition of two
counter-rotating fields, one rotates in the same direction
as the precessing atoms, and one rotates in the opposite
direction. If H, << H0 then we can neglect the counter- 
h2rotating term.
In the rotating (primed) frame the axial field 
becomes, ( H .  +  7  ) k  where
Here J is the ground state angular momentum of the atom, 
and is the associated magnetic moment. Also, in the 
rotating frame the rf field is static and equal to f~ft  %  • 
The fields in the rotating frame are shown in figure 2.
The total effective static field in the rotating frame is 
called Heff. When the rf is off, the atoms precess around
A
Heff which is then in direction k. If the cell is pumped 
then most of the spins are in the l + >  state thus giving 
the cell a macroscopic magnetization M^. When the rf is 
suddenly turned on at resonance then
(H. +
and
H e f* = H i
FIGURE 2 





The atoms will hegin to precess around 11 and since most 
were initially up along the z axis, the atoms will precess 
around in phase. The coherence of the precessing atoms
manifests itself in the precession around H-j_ of a macrosco­
pic magnetization Mz . As the phases of the atoms become 
randomized through collisions and other mechanisms, time 
variations in the observed Mz disappear. Since the rf 
rotates around the z axis, observations along the z axis 
are the same in both frames. In this experiment all optical
pumping signals were detected along the z axis, i.e. they
were longitudinal.
The signal can now be qualitatively explained. When 
the rf is turned on, a damped sinusoidal signal appears.
This corresponds to the in phase precession of the atoms 
around the H, in the rotating frame. As M z becomes anti- 
parallel to HQk (most of the atoms in the J—  ^  state) the 
atoms can absorb pumping radiation, thus the cell becomes 
less transparent. Similarly, when the macroscopic magneti­
zation Mz again becomes parallel (most atoms in the|+>state) 
most atoms cannot absorb light and the cell is more trans­
parent. As the coherence of the spins diminishes (the pre­
cessions of the spins around H f become random), the wiggles
damp away.
Note that if the rf is ct the Zeeman frequency then 
the frequency of the wiggles is determined by Hj_ , since 
is the only field then present in the rotating frame. That 
is
<x>, = h i y  •
13
Thus a measure of the wiggle frequency determines the 
strength H^_ • This was utilized throughout this experiment.
2. Spin-Exchange
The spin-exchange process will now he briefly dis­
cussed. The physical origin of spin-exchange and past theo­
retical treatments are mentioned. Finally a particular 
treatment of the process is outlined and the steps are traced 
leading to a predicted optical pumping spin-exchange signal.
Since the actual electron-alkali atom spin-exchange 
collision is an interaction between the incident electron 
and the valence electron, we can look at the case of two
spin 1/2 particles. The spin dependence of the collision
1+3
originates in the Pauli exclusion principle. The valence
electron and the colliding free electron are indistinguishable. 
As shown in appendix I the spin-space wave function of the 
electrons approaching each other with their spins in opposite 
directions can be expressed as a superposition of singlet 
and triplet states:
^  ( x ;  + x ; )
In appendix I it is also shown that if two identical spin 
1/2 particles approach each other in this ©*, state, then
there is a probability that the final state, after an elas­
tic collision, will be
19
which represents a spin flip.
Early theoretical investigations of spin-exchange
o
collisions were done by Purcell and Field, and Dicke and
U kWittke. Both these calculations were essentially the 
same. It was assumed that the interacting particles 
followed classical paths. The mechanism assumed for the 
exchange process was that the two electron spins, and 
S2 , rotated about the conserved total S during the inter­
action. Using "semi-classical" arguments, i.e. by assuming 
spin-exchange only occurs for certain impact parameters, Wittke
and Dicke calculated a spin exchange cross section of
(%e ~  5-3 X/0~'S orw*
for H-H spin exchange collisions.
The second method of approach is a partial wave
1;5
analysis which was first done by Dalgarno. He calculated 
the triplet and singlet X  wave phase shifts £ and £  
and in terms of these phase shifts showed
= -7T £  fai+i/ ) J
where k is the relative particle momenta divided by .
Grossetete has presented a very elegant treatment of spin-
13exchange relaxation using the density matrix. A partial
wave analysis was completed by Balling, Hanson, and Pipkin(BHP), 
2 Itin 196I+. This work was performed by density matrix tech­
niques. Since many of the equations of the present experi­
ment were defined in B H P and since it offers some insight 
into the various parameters of the spin-exchange optical
20
pumping experiment, some of the steps in their calculations 
are outlined below.
The model adopted is the following. A cylindrical 
optical pumping cell of length zQ is considered to be in a 
weak axial magnetic field, HQ1c. The cell is assumed to 
contain fictitious nuclear spin zero alkali metal vapor and 
free electrons. The cell is further assumed to be under­
going the combined effects of pumping radiation and a trans­
verse rf magnetic field at or near the resonant frequency 
of the electrons. The scattering problem is handled in the 
center of mass system and the coordinates used are those of 
the electron relative to the alkali atom.
The nuclear spin = 0 model assumes that nuclear spin 
effects for electron alkali-atom spin-exchange collisions 
are unimportant. This assumption also leads to only two 
ground state sublevels. These are labelled 1 for spin up 
and 2 for spin down. It is also assumed that there is no 
coherence introduced by the rf field between these two 
levels. This is quite reasonable in light of the fact that 
the rf is not applied at the resonance frequency of the alka­
li magnetic Zeeman levels. A further justification for this 
assumption is that the alkali "wiggles" discussed earlier 
which signal the presence of such coherence are not present 
in spin-exchange signals. With these assumptions in mind 




where the zeros imply no "Zeeman coherence." The electron 






Here the possibility of coherence between the two electron 
spin states is accounted for.
It was pointed out earlier that when the rf is 
tuned to the resonance frequency of the electrons , the 
transmitted pumping light drops. The difference between 
the transmitted light for the two cases of rf on and rf 
off is the quantity that is detected as the signal. As 
is shown in appendix III, the difference SIT can be 
expressed as a function of the corresponding change in 
the alkali polarization
where ZQ is the length of the cylindrical cell, A is the 
cross sectional area of the cell, and ^  is the optical 
pumping time, i.e. the relaxation time of the alkali vapor 
under the influence of the pumping light. The brackets 
indicate that an average has been taken over the length of 
the cell. The problem of calculating the signal, SIT- 
then is one of computing < S P M >  •
The Z-averaged alkali atom polarization <PM> will 
be a function of spin-exchange collisions, disorienting 
collisions with buffer gas atoms and walls of the cell,
applied rf, and pumping light intensity. The method of 
calculation involves the computation of the responses of 
Pfe) and m  to these parameters. The polarizations are 
then found by utilizing
<Pfc>> = <fi.W> - j
and
~ ~~ < ^y •
The computational steps leading to an expression 
for the observed signal are detailed in B H P. The follow­
ing is not intended to lead the reader step by step, but is 
only meant as an outline of the key assumptions involved as 
well as a statement of the results.
The effects of spin-exchange collisions are computed 
by utilizing the fact that the composite electron-alkali 
atom density matrix after a spin-exchange collision can be 
written in terms of the corresponding density matrix before 
the collision through a spin dependent scattering m a t r i x , ^ ;
P M ) = S
where is the outer product of P(e) and ?(A)
Explicitly the matrix elements of £  are written
n *5
where "Kk and ‘kk/ are the initial and final momenta of the 
electron with respect to the alkali atom. Box normalization 
is assumed and /f is the reduced mass.' The operator i s 
explicitly written in terms of both the singlet and triplet 
scattering amplitudes, i(e) and and the singlet and
triplet projection operators P1 and P3 ,
M * f,@ P t ffi) P, •
Explicitly, t
/(a) = jjr t - 1)
1 4*o
t  (3£+i)(e“*A -l) Px(*~e)j
Jt = 0
P' = i (  I - i - t ) t
and
P,= i (3 +
where £  and C are the singlet and triplet scattering
*’> &JL
phase shifts.
From here the procedure consists of writing down 
P M , including momentum states, applying^ , and obtain­
ing the spin-state density matrix after a spin-exchange 
collision by tracing over the momentum index,
<s’|P'MJI*> = £ < k s ’l S s ' l k s ?  •
S
2k
After considerable algebra, this leads to an equation of 
motion for J ^(C,A) j , then by tracing over the spin
states of the electron, an equation of motion for m  due 
to spin-exchange collisions with electrons is obtained, 
similarly, by tracing over the spin states of the alkali 
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which lead immediately to the equations coupling the elec­
tron and alkali atom polarization through spin-exchange 
collisions ,
d PP PC) - PM
J Pie) = PM- PW 
d t Tee
and
It is of interest to point out that the presence of the 
imaginary term in gives rise to a frequency shift in
at i
the electron resonance. The term K was defined by B H P ,
K = d b  ?  (Sj- S.'),
o
where as shown in appendix I,
The relaxation rates —  and are defined as follows:
'Sa Tec
fp ~  N"tA Ms (fit 
’CA 1
and
f  =  C
>ee J
where is the electron velocity, Ne is the number of
electrons/cc in the sample, and is the number of alkali
atoms/cc in the cell.
All other relaxation mechanisms such as buffer gas 
disorientation collisions and wall collisions are phenomeno- 














Here T^ and are the usual longitudinal relaxa-
tion times that appear in the Bloch Equations, and Tge 
and T2A are the transverse relaxation times; again, e refers 
to the electrons, and A refers to the alkali atoms.
The effect of the transverse rf magnetic field is 
now discussed. The rf is applied at the resonance frequency 
of the electrons, depolarizing them. This depolarization 
is passed on to the alkali atoms by spin-exchange collisions. 
The first step then of incorporating the rf field into the 
model involves calculating the equation of motion of the 
electron density matrix, under the influence of the rf.
The effect of the transverse rf magnetic field on the elec­
tron density matrix is most easily calculated by transforming 
to a reference frame that rotates with the rf field. The 
nice feature of this method is that in that rotating frame 
the time dependence of the magnetic fields is removed.
However, a linear oscillating rf was used in the 
present experiment. The rf field applied along the x axis 
can be expressed
O -AX, m  ^ •
i
T,IA
T,Z A T,IA /
This can be rewritten
H ,
f-j' jL Or t s Uj t  f  f - l ' j  sis*- OJ ~t
+ l-\{ X C<n, OJ t  —  H , J
which represents two fields rotating in opposite directions. 
The electrons, however, have a unique precession direction 
about the static field HQ determined by their magnetic 
moments. Thus, at resonance, one of the rotating components 
rotates in the same sense as the spins , and one rotates in 
the opposite sense. The counter rotating field is neglected 
to first order in . This is justified only for HQ ,
because the counter rotating term causes the resonant fre­
quency to be shifted to a new value,
This is known as the Bloch-Siegert Effect. 50 In the present
experiment, the condition Hj_<< HQ was satisfied.
By using the transformation 
i n  uj t _ jj U)t
?(e) = C  a ?(e ) e
3.
J
B H P transform the lab frame equation
to the rotating frame. is the Hamiltonian for an
electron in the lab frame fields,




U), = _  Hi
t  '
are the Larmor frequencies of the electrons in the fields of 
magnitude HQ and H-^, and A  is the Bohr Magneton.
Following this prescription, equations of motion 
for the electron density matrix elements in the rotating 
frame are found. The spin-exchange and other electron 
relaxation equations are then transformed to the rotating 
frame and added to this result. The final result of these 
manipulations, when solved at equilibrium, gives a relation 
between P(e) and P(A),
P(A)
Tec
_ r JL t JL +  q£,._Z«____ — ]&>)
(_ Tit T "  I -f %  2 ( U >0 -  f  U>0 -<*>)*_ .
where
and
—  « — I—  + — I—  .
%  Tt Tte J
£ ( O 0 = 27T £ V o  = P J * ! ft . 
Tee
Note that P(A) and P(e), the alkali and electron polariza­
tions, are the same as viewed from both the lab or rotating 
frame if observations are made along the z axis, because the 
rotation operator used leaves P(A) and P(e) unchanged. Also 
note that £cP6 is a shift in the electron resonance frequency.
2 9
The pumping light contribution to the signal is now 
included. As is shown in appendix II the equation of motion 
for the z average alkali polarization, < my . assuming 
complete reorientation in the excited state, under the in­
fluences of the pumping light is
' < £ P m \  m j _  [
y  £  / pv*f>- 'p  J
where Tp is the pumping time. The spin-exchange and other
alkali relaxation equations are averaged over z and are
added to £■&-■—  y  to give an expression for the rate
' 0  i ' pun p
of change of ^p(A)y <iue 'fco pumping, spin-exchange colli­
sions with electrons , and other disorienting collisions :
/ d m \  = / j w  \ + / 5 _ w ; \  + / 3  m \
d  t TOT ^ \  3  ^ 'SE- £  'OTOTHSU
KfLAX- J
or
/dJ® ) = J. - <p®> + <P<»> - <w> <m>
' J t  K oT Tp Tp r p  T  *
tA I iA
Looking at the equilibrium situation for this
equation ,
/ L m \  , o
\  e H  / t.t
30
and recalling and z averaging the rf equation gives two 
simultaneous equations which can be solved for 
and ( P & y  •'
n  _  -<£W > +  x  < p w >  -  < p N >  _  < p w >
~ TP rr  T'
and
<PM>. f _L t _L <  7;
Tee L 7«e I + % (to° " <TO> .
If one now defines <3 P M >  as
</ P(W> = ( P M ).. - <PM> ,
where < P «> . is the equilibrium alkali atom polarization 
in the absence of any rf, and ^ P ( A f y is the corresponding 
equilibrium polarization when the rf is on, then, with a 
considerable amount of tedious algebra, a solution for 
(6 m y  is obtained. Substituting the solution into
cf L  - 4p w >  ,
Ip
gives an expression for the predicted electron spin-exchange 
signal,
77
^  z« Tee “ft*  T  Tx( T  — " ‘ f g <cA /< /x
T" ^  (i + i  + :rrJ <+*'r,r, H o - s ^ T r , '  j
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where T% is given hy
„ I
r  =
+ _!_ + 1 
r '  r/A T,a
^  »p 'i*/ T „  72*
This is an ideal juncture to briefly examine some 
result s. c n T represents a Lorentzian lineshape multiplied 
by a constant. The center of the Lorentzian has been shifted 
by an amount These shifts indeed do exist and can be
experimentally observed?** ’Sne also notices that the signal 
size varies directly as the number density of alkali atoms 
in the cell, the cell length, and the cross sectional area 
of the cell. It is also of interest to point out that the 
frequency shift
^  0 ,




are both functions of the singlet and triplet scattering 
amplitudes, so that measurements of Ju/o and (7^- can yield 
information concerning and J"
It should be pointed out that the J I ,  result just 
expressed, differs slightly from that of B H P in that the 
constant term that multiplies the Lorentzian is different 
from theirs. The equation just written is what one obtains 
if the optical pumping cell is considered to be optically 
thin, which was the case throughout the course of this ex-
periment. 3 K P do not make this assumption but instead
assume that the alkali atom polarization change, PW>,
produced by the rf set at the electron frequency is small.
From this theory, one sees that if the main electron 
spin-relaxation mechanism is spin-exchange, then the elec­
tron. linewidth is given by
ft,\ (fti A y
A »  - — j-  ,
where the brackets indicate a thermal average. Hence, if 
the alkali density is known, a measurement of the electron 
linewidth at a given temperature will determine < % A  d £ >  •
3. Ifuclear Spin Effects
The spin-exchange theory of B H P just outlined was 
developed assuming a fictitious zero nuclear spin alkali 
atom. The validity of this approximation has been a point 
of discussion for several years. The following is a brief 
discussion of the effects of inclusion of nuclear spin.
The actual spin-exchange collision is indeed an
interaction between the free electron and the valence elec-
13tron of the alkali atom. Grossetete, in a density matrix 
discussion of spin-exchange, shows that the polarization of 
the free electron immediately after a spin-exchange colli­
sion is a function of the electronic polarization of the 
alkali atom, and is independent of the nuclear spin, even 
though the electron spin and nuclear spin are coupled via 
the hyperfine interaction. The physical explanation of
33
—12 1 3this is that the spin-exchange collision time (*i0 sec)
is much less than the hyperfine period of the alkali atom
1 52 53(j). Typical hyperfine periods are: ’
J_ ) ^ 1 = £-& y/o'‘° su.
A  ~ LI X10'Hi '
/ 1 _  I _ /.cx/J 10 ***•
and
/ ~  1 = 3 3 xH> ***- j
A J U ”  3-ox 101H j
so that the condition holds. It appears, at first glance 
then, that there are no complications when nuclear spin 
effects are included. In this experiment, however, the 
electron resonance signal could not be observed directly, 
but only through changes in the alkali polarization induced 
by spin-exchange collisions between the depolarized electrons 
and the alkali atoms. It is necessary therefore to examine
the evolution of the alkali atom polarization.
13 5b 55 56Grossetete, Crampton, and Gibbs ’ have all
emphasized that nuclear spin does effect the alkali polari­
zation. The connection between the electronic polarization 
and the nuclear spin is the hyperfine interaction. Crampton 
and Gibbs argue that between spin-exchange collisions, typi­
cally 10 ^sec, the valence electron and the nucleus "precess" 
around the total atomic angular momentum F. Since the pre­
cession frequency or hyperfine frequency is—101  ^ Hj in most 
cases, the between-collision-time is relatively long.
3b
During this hyperfine interaction, some of the electronic 
polarization may he transferred to the nucleus. This effec­
tively changes the evolution of the electronic polarization
from what it would be in the absence of nuclear spin. If
57this interaction is neglected, then as Lambert showed, one 
indeed finds that the rate equation of P(A) includes no 
nuclear spin terms even for real alkali atoms which have 
nuclear spin.
In a detailed paper, Gibbs^ pointed out that neg­
lect of nuclear spin can lead to errors in the measurement 
of spin-exchange cross sections. He also argues that there 
are several ways that the alkali atoms can lose their polari­
zation in between spin-exchange collisions. One of these is 
called electron randomization which can be brought about 
through disorienting collisions between buffer gas atoms and 
the alkali atoms. Gibbs states that if the main relaxation 
of the alkali polarization is through this process, then 
nuclear spin effects are negligible. One is not justified 
in assuming electron randomization was the dominant relaxa­
tion mechanism in the present experiment. However, no 
experimental evidence of a systematic error due to nuclear 
spin was detected. The tests performed are detailed in the 
measurement section of this thesis.
U. Linewidth Sources
Since this experiment involved the measurement of 
the width of a magnetic resonance line, it is important to
35
consider possible sources of the linewidth before interpret­
ing physical information from the measurement. In general, 
a resonance line may be broadened by several mechanisms.
Some of these are:
a. the natural lifetime of the state
b. Doppler broadening
c. magnetic field broadening
d. rf power broadening
e. collisional broadening
Each of the above possibilities will now be very briefly 
discussed in terms of its contribution to the electron line­
width in this experiment.
The natural lifetime of a polarized electron in a 
weak magnetic field (:V e ~  V o k H i ) is extremely long ( ~ 1 0 2^
C O
years). The contribution of this to the linewidth is
completely negligible.
One might expect that since the electrons and alkali
atoms move at thermal velocities that a considerable Doppler
59broadening might be present. As shown by Dicke, however, 
the presence of the buffer gas reduces the Doppler broadening 
to a very great extent. According to Dicke's result, the 
effect of non-disorienting buffer gas collisions is to reduce 
the Doppler broadening to a value of about 2 . 8 times the 
normal Doppler width. L is the mean free path of the atoms 
an dAis the wavelength of the resonance photon. The condi­
tions of this experiment were such that this collisional 
narrowing of the Doppler broadened line made the Doppler
36
broadening contribution negligible.
Magnetic field "broadening was contributed by magne­
tic field inhomogeneities produced across the sample bulb 
by the Helmholtz coils. An estimate of the magnetic inhomo­
geneity was obtained by measuring the linewidth of the alkali 
Zeeman transitions in the limit of a very low rf. This line­
width was then multiplied by 21 + 1, (1?geeman =  ^’
This gave an estimate of the maximum magnetic broadening.
This was always <10# of all electron linewidths. The 
actual inhomogeneous magnetic field contribution to the
electron linewidth may indeed be less than the maximum
60
estimate due to motional narrowing.
The application of strong rf magnetic fields will 
in general broaden the resonance line because of saturation 
effects. Although the rf fields used in this experiment 
were quite weak, there was a substantial contribution to the 
electron linewidth due to rf power broadening. The strength 
of the rf field was experimentally determined each time a 
sample was run. The observed electron linewidth was then 
corrected to zero rf power by a method to be discussed later.
If spin-exchange collisions are the main broadening 
mechanism of the electron linewidth, then one expects
Ear.: ier work showed that under experimental conditions simi­
lar to the ones in this experiment, the electron relaxation
2kwas dominated by spin-exchange collisions. Similar
37
investigations were also undertaken in the present experi­
ment. Checks performed on several samples showed that the 
electron linewidth was proportional to the alkali density 
over the range of linewidths measured.
If disorienting buffer gas collisions were the main 
source of electron relaxation, then one would expect that 
the electron linewidth would be a function of the buffer 
gas density. A variety of buffer gas types and pressures 
failed to produce any observable changes in the electron 
linewidth at room temperature.
On the basis of the above, it was concluded that 





The first part of this chapter will be concerned 
with a physical description of the apparatus. Following this 
a discussion of the signal detection method will be presented. 
The apparatus can be divided into several sections; the 
light source, the oven, and the signal detection electronics. 
We first discuss the Rb light source.
1. Light Sources
The Rb pumping light was provided by an rf driven Rb 
light bulb. The bulbs were made from 25 ml Pyrex flasks to 
each of which a one-inch long 6 mm o.d. stem was attached.
The stem was used as a reservoir for the rubidium metal.
The bulbs also contained a small amount (2-3 Torr) of re­
search grade argon.^ The stem of the bulb was placed in a 
Pyrex tube wrapped with 10 turns of heater wire. By vary­
ing the current in this wire, the Rb density in the bulb 
could be changed thus modifying the output characteristics 
of the lamp. The Pyrex heating tube was cemented in fire­
brick, and the brick was positioned so that the spherical 
section of the light bulb was centered inside a 7 turn coil 
of 3/16" o.d. copper tubing (figure 3). The coil dimensions 














the inductor of a parallel L-C tank which was driven by 
a 10 MHz 50 Watt crystal controlled oscillator and 
amplifier. The rubidium bulb thus acted as a load for the 
amplifier.
In the operation of these lamps it is very important 
that the rubidium metal be kept entirely in the sidearm and 
out of the spherical region of the bulb. The lights 
operated in this manner are very quiet and noise spikes 
are minimal.
During the operation of the rubidium bulbs, the
Rb vapor reacts with the Pyrex and turns it a deep brown
color. This seems to have little effect upon the infrared
(79^8 A)-3 pumping light intensity emitted, so that the
sources are usually good even after they are quite opaque
to visible light.
The Rb lamp was placed so that the light bulb was
as close as possible to the focus of a k" diameter convex
lens. This produced an essentially parallel light beam.
The lens holder also contained, in the order at which the
o
pumping light intersected them, a Rb D.^  (79^8A) inter­
ference filter, a linear polarizer, and a quarter wave 
plate. The filter attenuated the line and passed 
pumping light. The linear polaroid and quarter wave 
plate arrangement produce circularly polarized light when
the fast optic axis of the 1/h wave plate is at 1+5° with
fi 2respect to the polarization plane of the polaroid. The 
quarter wave plate was arranged so that it could be rotated
kl
to give left circularly, right circularly, or linearly
polarized light.
It was initially felt that sodium bulbs could be
made and used in the same way. Sodium, however, reacts
very strongly with Pyrex at 200° C or greater.^ The
walls quickly turn dark, and sometimes the reaction even
cracks the Pyrex. In the process of constructing the
light bulb, Na metal must be distilled into the bulb and
then moved into the small sidearm. During the process
of distilling the sodium, the bulb would "brown". Although
the browning was not a serious problem for the rubidium,
it was unacceptable for the sodium lamps. This was due to
o
the fact that the sodium pumping light, 5896A, lies in the
visable part of the spectrum, hence the opaqueness would
severely attenuate the pumping radiation intensity. Bulbs
made of special alkali - resistant #1720 glass were tried
without success. A method of coating the inside of the
bulbs with Borax as discussed by Dushman also failed.
The rf light source idea was abandoned, and the
light source eventually used was a dc discharge lamp. The
bulbs used were commercial G.E. Na-1 sodium light bulbs.
Since the Na and lines lie very close together it is
very difficult to filter out the D2 line. ^  However,
the pumping cycle becomes much more efficient if only
Pi intensity
light is used. The ratio of D2 intensity can be in­
creased through the process of self reversal.^ The 
usual case for self reversal in a lamp occurs because the
1+2
vapor in the central part of the lamp where the discharge 
occurs is hotter than the cooler outer regions. If there 
is sufficient vapor in these outer regions then it will 
absorb some of the resonance light coming from the central 
part of the bulb. The net effect is a decrease in the 
central part of the particular resonance line absorbed.
This is very similar to the Fraunhofer dark lines that can 
be observed in a beam of sunlight.
To control the amount of self reversal, an oven
was constructed which enclosed the light bulb. The oven
consisted of a 6" diameter, 10" high, 1/8" thick brass
tube (figure 1+) . A Pyrex window was provided in the side
of the tube to allow the light to pass. An aluminum cover
on the top of the tube contained a 10S2 conical heater on
its underside. This provided the lamp-oven heat. The
aluminum floor of the oven contained a hole through which
the radiating section of the lamp protruded. The base
section of the light bulb was placed in a socket below and
outside the oven. The entire oven was lined with Fiber- 
66frax. A small concave mirror was placed behind the 
light bulb to enhance the output. The lamp was powered by 
a current regulated supply run at about 3*7 amps.
The lamp intensity was adjusted by varying the 
conical heater current until an optical pumping signal was 
found. The signal was maximized and the heater voltage was 








HThe lamp was placed at the focus of the convex 
lens in a manner identical to the Rb lamp. The lens 
holder apparatus contained a linear polaroid and a Na 
1/k wave plate but no interference filter.
2. Shields and Oven
The actual region in which the optical pumping
cell was positioned was surrounded by two concentric moly-
permalloy cylinders in a manner introduced by Hanson and 
6 7Pipkin in 1965. The diameters of the cylinders were 
respectively 18 1/2" and 16 1/2". The lengths of the 
inner and outer shields were 1+0 1/8" and h2 1/8" long 
respectively. The inner shield was equipped with removable 
end caps, each cap having a k" hole on center to permit 
passage of the pumping light. These cylinders shielded 
the pumping region from the Earth's field and from stray 
fields in the laboratory.
One inch holes were drilled along the diameter of 
the shields perpendicular to the axis at a point half way 
down the axis. These holes allowed a white light beam to 
traverse the pumping cell perpendicular to the pumping beam, 
(figure 5)«
An 8-turn circular pair of Helmholtz coils was 
wound from #18 Teflon insulated wire against the inside 
walls of the inner shield to provide an axial magnetic 
field.
Inside the Helmholtz pair an oven was constructed.
FIGURE 5 
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Since temperatures of several hundred degrees centigrade 
were desired, oven was built from non-magnetic firebrick.®® 
The oven contained four, three-inch diameter Pyrex windows. 
Two windows were along 'the pumping axis to allow the pump­
ing light to pass. (One of these, the front window, was 
in a firebrick door which could be removed to change 
samples.) The other two windows were on the side of the 
oven perpendicular to the pumping beam, but in line with 
the small holes in the sides of the shields. These two 
windows let the sampling white light beam pass. The oven 
also contained a Pyrex lens cemented into the firebrick 
wall which converged the white light beam after it had 
traversed the sample.
Three carbon-silicon heating rods near the oven 
ceiling and a horseshoe-shaped heating coil on the oven 
floor provided the heat for the elevated temperature work. 
The ceiling and floor heaters were independently controlled 
to reduce temperature gradients.
The oven also contained an 8" diameter one-turn 
Helmholtz pair to produce an rf field perpendicular to 
the pumping axis. These rf coils were made from chromel 
"A" heater wire to prevent damage at high temperatures.
The floor firebricks contained a Pyrex cooling 
tube which ran outside the oven to an external, pressurized 
air supply (figure 6 ). The tube contained a small pocket 
into which fitted the sidearra of the samples as previously 










cool the alkali reservoir sidearm of the pumping cell.
This allowed the alkali reservoir temperature, hence the 
alkali density in the cell, to be controlled independently 
from the oven temperature. This is the principle of the 
high temperature optical pumping technique mentioned 
earli er.
Three platinum-platinum, 10# rhodium thermocouples 
were placed in the oven, one each, touching the bottom, 
middle, and top of the cell. The reference temperature 
was a distilled water ice bath. The thermocouples were 
checked against each other in ice water and in boiling 
water with better than 1°C agreement. The emf produced 
by the thermocouples was read on a Leeds and Northrup 
potentiometer-galvanometer in conjunction with a Weston 
Model U standard cell. For convenience the potentiometer 
was set at the emf of a particular desired temperature.
The output of the potentiometer (the difference between 
the set emf and the emf being generated by the thermocouple) 
was connected to a Kiethley 151R Null Detector. The null 
detector has a dc output which was fed into a flip-flop 
circuit.69 The null detector output would swing positive 
or negative depending upon the emf generated by the thermo­
couple, i.e. the temperature in the oven. This positive 
and negative swing would activate the flip-flop circuit 
which was connected to a relay that was in series with 
the power lines to the oven heaters. The flip-flop was 
adjusted to function at the desired temperature 1 25° C,
U9
i.e. as the temperature rose to 25° C above the temperature 
initially set on the potentiometer the oven heaters would 
shut off and similarly they would come on again at 25° C 
below the set temperature.
3. Electron Signal Detection
The detection of the electron signal was accomplished 
by observing changes in the transmitted pumping light 
caused by the rf applied at the electron resonance frequency, 
v elect.
^  . - 3r H*
Select "  =— r----
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The resonant rf causes the electrons to become depolarized, 
and through spin exchange collisions the alkali atoms lose 
their polarization. The depolarized alkali atoms absorb 
pumping light through the process of optical pumping 
which results in a decrease in the transmitted light. This 
then is the principle of the detection scheme, used by 
Dehmelt.^
The actual detection technique is described below. 
The rf, produced by a General Radio ll61*A Frequency 
Synthesizer, was fed into both a Hewlett-Packard 521+5L 
Counter and into a mercury relay. The relay was driven 
by a square wave which was derived from an amplifier 
clipping circuit that received a 10 Hz sine wave input 
from a Hewlett-Packard 200 CDR Signal Generator. The out­
put of the H-P was also used as the external reference
50
for an EMC Model RJB Lock-in Amplifier. The output of the 
mercury relay (chopped rf) was connected in series to a 
pair of Hewlett-Packard rf attenuators (one 355D and one 
3550) which allowed attenuation of the rf from, 0-132 Db 
in integral steps. The OR has the nice feature of generat­
ing a constant output, independent of the attenuation.
This means that the input of the attenuators was always 
constant. The output of the attenuators was directly 
coupled to the rf Helmholtz pair in the oven.
The transmitted pumping light was focused onto a 
phototube, (#929 for Na, and #6953 for Rb). The phototube 
circuit is shown in figure 7- The photocurrent was dis­
played on an RCA WV-81+ microammeter in series with the 
phototube. The potential drop produced by the photo­
current across the 1 meg resistor was passed through a 
.01 microfarad capacitor to a Tektronix 122A Preamplifier. 
The preamplifier output was transmitted simultaneously 
into an oscilloscope and the lock-in amplifier.
The chopping of the resonant rf means that the 
transmitted light intensity has a 10 Hz variation, (the 
bulb absorbs some pumping light while the rf is on and 
becomes more transparent in the absence of rf). This 
signal is displayed directly on the scope. The lock-in 
amplifier rejects inputs not in phase with the 10 Hz 
signal. This greatly increases the signal-to-noise ratio. 
The a c signal is displayed on the lock-in meter as a d c 
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Detection of the White Light Beam
The white light, produced by an Oriel C-60-50,
1-kW, Xe arc lamp, was passed through the sample perpendicu­
lar to the shields. The light beam was stopped down to one 
cm diameter just before it entered the optical pumping 
cell. The beam intersected the sample approximately half 
way up the sample. Great care was taken to place the
%
bulbs in the oven so that they would be positioned the same
for each run. After exiting the optical pumping cell, the
beam passed through a Pyrex lens in the oven, the oven
window, and was focused with a converging lens onto the
slits of a 1/2 meter Jarrell-Ash 82-000 Ebert Scanning
Spectrometer. The slit openings were set at Uo microns
(^0 x 10  ^meters). The output of the Jarrell-Ash was
collected on the dynodes of a 7102 RCA photomultiplier
tube whose photocurrent was displayed on a Kiethley 610-A
Electromet er.
The fractional absorption of the white light by
the or line of the particular alkali vapor in the
cell was monitored on the electrometer. The spectrometer
could be swept through the absorption lines, and if
sufficient alkali vapor was in the cell, a decrease in the
photomultiplier output was noted as the optical resonance
o
lines were passed. The (78OOA) Rb line and the 
o
(5896A) Na lines were monitored.
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The fractional absorption of the white light was 
computed as follows. The following quantities were 
defined.
1  ^ = dark current of the photomultiplier.
Imax = photocurrent at zero absorption (off the 
resonance line).
^min " photocurrent at the center of the resonance 
line.
The fractional absorption is thus:
(Im a* ~ -To ) ~ ~ _ 4 . 1
(l„„ -Ir.) 1
The advantage of using the white light as a density 
monitor is that the fractional absorption is independent 
of temperature and pressure changes of the alkali absorp­
tion D lines. In general the presence of the buffer
gas in the optical pumping cell will broaden and shift the
70center frequency of the absorption lines. These effects 
increase linearly with pressure to first order. As a 
rule, one atmosphere of a foreign gas will broaden the
O 71
strongest absorption lines to about 0.01 - 0.1 A . 1 The 
pressures (10-60 Torr) used in this experiment reduce this 
value by more than an order of magnitude. Recent measure­
ments^ of the effects of He and Ne on the line of 
sodium give results that substantiate this rough calculation.
5b
The shift and linebroadening were found to be about the
same order of magnitude.^
Since the maximum resolution of the JA Spectro- 
o
meter was O.^A, the recorded fractional absorption of 
the white light would be expected to be insensitive to 
any lineshape changes caused by the buffer gas. As a 
: check, runs (described in the next chapter) were made on 
Rb cells with the slits open to 120 microns instead of 
the usual 1*0. This reduced the resolution of the spectro­
meter. Although this procedure reduced all the fractional
edr)Hiart4 T f M f ,
absorptions measured, the ratio — /i~*‘t/4b'----------  (which
( AViiett ) Xoon Te/nP
is the quantity of interest in this experiment) was the 
same whether the two runs were made with the slits at 120 
microns or at Uo microns. Also, the fractional absorption, 
at a given electron linewidth, at room temperature, was 
independent of buffer gas type (He, Ne) and pressure over 
the range lU-200 Torr. One must conclude that the 
fractional absorption always included the entire width of 




The optical pumping cells used in this experiment 
were all prepared on a vacuum gas handling system. The 
cells were of two forms; some were 300 ml Pyrex flasks 
and the others were Pyrex cylinders. All the cells but 
one had a one inch long 6 mm o.d. stem on the bottom to 
serve as a reservoir for the alkali metal. The one bulb 
that had no stem will be discussed later.
The Pyrex samples were attached to the system as 
follows. The cells each had three constriction-seal offs, 
one of which was attached to the vacuum system. To one 
of the other constrictions a sealed U-tube containing alkali 
metal was connected. A glass slug was placed in the third 
sidearm, and a small capsule containing 1/3 of tritium
gas sealed with a break seal was connected to this sidearm.
The system was then evacuated and flamed with a
-  6
Bunsen burner. When pressures o f ~ 5  x 10 Torr were 
reached, the alkali metal was distilled into the sample. 
Bulbs intended for high temperatures necessitated having 
the alkali metal driven with a Bunsen burner into the small 
sidearm attached to the bottom of the cell. Samples to be 
used at temperatures not requiring independent temperature 
control of the alkali metal reservoir were well coated with 
alkali metal.
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The distillation of the rubidium presented no prob­
lem but the sodium proved more difficult. Molten sodium 
reacts rapidly with Pyrex which turns the cells a dark 
opaque brown color. Some cells even cracked during 
preparation due to the sodium attacking the Pyrex. As a 
result, several cells were destroyed during preparation.
Even when substantial amounts of sodium had been distilled 
successfully into a sample it was impossible to drive it 
into the tip without darkening the bulb.
This resulted in a change of technique, i.e. 
identical pairs of sodium cells (same size and buffer gas 
pressure) were made simultaneously. One cell was coated 
with liberal amounts of sodium and the other had only a 
thin layer of sodium driven into the tip. The former bulb 
would be used at --'■'lUO0 C and the latter was a high tempera­
ture bulb. This method worked fine, as small amounts of 
sodium could be driven into the tip successfully.
This technique was not necessary for the rubidium 
samples because enough Rb could be put in the tip so that 
when it was desired to run the bulb at room temperature the 
Rb could be dumped in ample amounts from the tip into the 
rest of the cell.
After the distillation had been completed the U-tube 
distillation sidearm was sealed off and removed from the 
sample. The cell was then filled with a desired pressure 
of buffer gas such as neon or h e l i u m . T h e  pressure was 
measured by observing on a mercury manometer the buffer
57
gas pressure that zeroed a capacitance manometer. The
filling temperature was also recorded.
The cell was then sealed from the system and
removed. Then by means of the glass slug, the breakseal was 
3
ruptured and H was allowed to diffuse into the bulb for 
about ten minutes. This sidearm was then sealed and 
removed. This procedure prevented any tritium from escap­
ing either into the vacuum system or the laboratory 
atmosphere. The procedure is outlined in figure 8 .
FIGURE 8 
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CHAPTER V 
MEASUREMENTS AND DATA REDUCTION
1. Electron Linewidth and 
Fractional Absorption Measurements
The measurement techniques for both the Na and Rb 
experiments were identical. The cell was held at a fixed 
temperature and the electron linewidth was measured as a 
function of the fractional absorption of the white light 
beam.
The sample was heated to the desired temperature 
and the heaters were unplugged to keep sixty-cycle fields 
out of the optical pumping region. The alkali density was 
controlled by a stream of cool air as discussed earlier.
In the early phases of the experiment the data 
taking consisted of a temperature measurement, an electron 
linewidth measurement, followed by a white light fractional 
absorption measurement, followed by a linewidth, etc. This 
was repeated a few times as the temperature was monitored. 
The heaters were then turned on, and after heating, the 
process was repeated. The average temperature drop during 
this procedure was 25°C. A single datum point consisted of 
the average of a pair of linewidth measurements sandwiched 
around a fractional absorption measurement. Data were also 
taken and reduced by averaging two fractional absorptions
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for every linewidth. The results of these two methods were 
identical.
The procedure of pairing, in order, two electron 
linewidth measurements around a single fractional absorption, 
or vice-versa, was undertaken because as the cell cooled 
with the heaters off, the fractional absorptions and line- 
widths recorded would steadily drop. The rate at which the 
sample cooled was minimized by heating the oven to 550°C 
and allowing the firebricks to become hot. While measuring 
a single electron linewidth, the peak amplitude was checked 
twice, once before the half-power points were determined 
and once immediately after measuring the half-power points.
If there was a difference in these two peak amplitudes, the 
linewidth measurement was discarded because the alkali den­
sity was changing too fast. A run consisted of a collection 
of about twenty datum points.
The room temperature data (25°C for Rb, lU0°C for Na) 
were easier to collect, mainly because of the stability of 
the temperature. Temperature gradients across the samples 
were 5°C at ll+0°C and 1°C at 25°C.
2. Density Gradients
Since the white light beam sampled only a small
section of the optical pumping sample, to infer that the
alkali atom density of the entire sample was equal to that 
measured by the white light beam assumes that the alkali 
atom density was uniform across the cell.
6.1
Initial tests for gradient effects were made with 
Rb samples of several buffer gas pressures. Runs measuring 
the electron linewidth as a function of fractional absorp­
tion of white light were made at 25°C. Electron linewidth 
versus fractional absorption of linearly polarized pumping 
light measurements were also made. Linearly polarized 
pumping light was used because the absorption of the cell 
is proportional to 1 minus the alkali polarization,
A  * [i -  w ]  •
Linearly polarized light induces zero polarization, thus re­
moving the Rb polarization dependence. These runs were then 
compared to identical runs made at -5°C. The results demon­
strated that the ratio of the fractional absorption at -5°C 
to the fractional absorption at +25°C, both at the same 
electron linewidth, decreased with increasing buffer gas 
pressure. Here the term fractional absorption refers to 
both the white light and the pumping light. The interpre­
tation of this result was that at -5°C the buffer gas atoms 
were preventing the vapor from diffusing from their source 
to the cold walls. Thus a higher density of alkali atoms 
existed near the bottom of the cell and the white light beam 
would therefore sample a lower density than the average den­
sity of the sample. No effect was seen in a low pressure 
lU Torr Neon sample. However, in a sample containing 57 Torr 
Ne, effects of > 50# were observed. (In a subsequent test 
it was shown that the electron signal amplitude was indepen­
dent of the density gradients which seems to imply that the
6 2
electrons "see" an average alkali density.)
To obtain a quantitative estimate of the density 
gradients in the cells, a shutter was installed in the 
pumping beam so that the pumping light intersected it just 
before passing through the focusing lens in front of the 
phototube. This shutter could selectively pass different 
sections of the pumping beam, allowing the fractional 
absorption of the pumping light to be observed for various 
sections of the optical pumping cell. Once again, the 
pumping light was linearly polarized when these measurements 
were made.
The gradient measurements were typically performed 
as follows. The alkali atom density in the cell was ad­
justed until there was no detectable optical pumping signal. 
This was called the "zero density" point. The quarter wave- 
plate was then rotated ^5°, thus linearly polarizing the 
pumping beam. The transmitted light intensity at the zero 
density point was measured for the top half, bottom half, 
and the whole of the sample. These intensities were labelled 
respectively
T °  T °  T°X T *  n X|^  •T J 3 J
The density in the cell was then allowed to increase
until a pumping signal could be seen with circularly polar­
ized light. At this time, an electron linewidth was 
measured. The light polarization was then made linear and 
the transmitted intensities were recorded, as before, as
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IT , Ig, and Iy. The fractional absorptions in the top half, 
bottom half, and whole of the sample were then computed:
ir° -I,
1 °T




One would expect that if the alkali atom density 
were uniform, then the fractional absorptions would be 
equal for all sections of the sample. This was the case 
for the bulbs coated with alkali metal in which the vapor 
effuses from all the coated walls.
For high temperature work, however, the Rb or Na 
must be contained in a small sidearm as described earlier.
At elevated temperatures it was found that serious density 
gradients existed across the sample, the density in the 
bottom of the cell being higher than the density in the 
top of the cell. This meant that the alkali vapor was more 
dense near the small reservoir. The narrow white light 
beam density measurements could then be in serious error.
However, when the cell temperature was increased to
4 IT
1°






a point where residual alkali atoms adsorbed on the cell 
walls diffused from the walls into the cell, the density 
gradients became suddenly very small.
The consequence of this was that measurements could 
be taken at only two temperatures. The one being at temp­
eratures at which the cell walls were coated (*-25°C for P.b, 
~liKD°C for Na), and the other at high temperatures where 
the cell walls emitted residual alkali atoms ( ~-380°C for 
Rb, and 1*50°C for Na). Measurements were attempted at 
median temperatures but the density gradients were too 
severe.
The runs thus eventually consisted of the above 
density gradient monitoring in addition to the electron 
linewidth and white light measurements. Throughout the 
course of a run, the zero density points were checked to 
insure that a reliable fractional absorption of the pumping 
light could be made. As an additional check, a second 
photocell was positioned next to the resonance lamp to con­
tinuously sample a portion of the light. Any sudden changes 
in the lamp output could then be detected. As the experiment 
evolved, it became clear that the lamps were very stable, 
thus the pumping light transmission at zero density was 
essentially constant throughout the run.
A second method was also used to measure the density 
gradients. This consisted of measuring the relative sizes 
of the Rb or Na Zeeman signals in various parts of the sam­
ple. In the low density limit the pumping signal amplitude
is proportional to the alkali atom density,
It is important to recognize that the shutter intersected 
the pumping light team after the beam had passed through the 
cell, thus it did nothing to disturb the processes going on 
in the cell. From the above equation one sees that the 
observed signal is proportional to the alkali atom density 
of the section of the sample observed. The measurements 
of the signal sizes in the top half, bottom half, and whole 
of the bulb were in good agreement with the pumping light 
absorption density gradient checks.
cells with the white light beam was estimated to be < 5% 
in all data eventually used.
The error in monitoring the alkali density in the
3. Extrapolation to Zero rf Power
An examination of the predicted electron signal 2k
s (c o n s taut)
reveals that at the half power point
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where
& U D  = 2 (<oa - <SM o -<*>)
and T, and 71 were previously defined. The experiments of 
2 U
B H P showed that under experimental conditions similar to 
ours, spin-exchange collisions were the dominant relaxation 
mechanism.
Hence,
/ _ _jL + ±  ^  -L
ee.
Equation ID can be written
■1. = tt'ah'- - trr'v; 2L ,
w h e r e
Q T T i =
and
a w ,  = co, .
So we arrive at an expression for the electron linewidth 
due to spin-exchange
~  T -  '1\TX 7TTec V  71
In this expression is the "raw" electron linewidth
measured at the FWHM and^*fJlis a measure of the rf field
71
strength. The reduction of the electron linewidth data 
thus consisted of extrapolating to zero rf power.
A plot at constant temperature of  ^ as a




an intercept of ( rj ) , see figure 9.
T x
By recalling that
- /  „  r r - '
TeA + Tf + T»r, =
( V '  + x ; % % ;
it follows that if "Jr is neglected,
•it
r, ^  I . . — ZLs____
IT ~ t;' <• %"
Earlier measurements of e - Rb spin-exchange collisions
yielded a result ~
I L  = j.O + O ’ I .
Tx
Some bulbs used in the present experiments containing tritium 
gave slopes as high as
2L - a -a
Ti
From the expression for H  one notes that if -Jr is in-
Ti rJeA
T, . 1creased, — L will increase. Since is proportional to
the number density of electrons, the large slopes are ex­
plained by the presence of larger amounts of tritium.
The sodium cells gave slopes very nearly equal to
2 6unity in good agreement with previous measurements.
The rf field strength u>( , was determined by holding 
the rf at the center of the electron resonance and increasing 
the static field until the alkali Zeeman signal was reached. 
The trace seen on the oscilloscope (figure 1 ) showed the 
damped precession of the alkali atoms about the rf field of
FIGURE 9 
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strength H1 . The precession frequency of the alkali atoms 
about was calculated by counting the wiggle frequency 
displayed on the scope. The electron angular frequency was 
then calculated from the relation,
0 U t = ( z z + )  z  ( a l k a l i ) ^
Q  r»
where I is the nuclear spin, and = 3/2 for Na and Rb.
In most runs the electron linewidth was measured at
a f i x e d rf strength so that the correction consisted of
2 sf
subtracting a constant amount V M  —  from each measured 
linewidth. Checks of JL at high temperature failed to
71
produce any measurable effect, however, the rf field strength 
used was weak enough so that any changes that might have 
occurred were negligible.
fr. Effect of Nuclear Spin
Two checks were performed in an attempt to detect a 
systematic effect due to nuclear spin. A pair of identical 
300 ml spherical samples were prepared. Each contained
O
100 Torr He and 1/3 C of H . One cell contained isotopically
Q  r  Qfr
pure Rb and the other contained pure Rb . These cells 
were run at room temperature and at fixed rf. The results 
of the electron linewidth versus fractional absorption of 
white light (figure 10) shows no measurable difference 
between the two plots.
A second test was performed with a sample that con­
tained a large amount of H^, 5q Torr of Neon, and Rb. A
FIGURE 10 
PLOTS OF ELECTRON LINEWTDTHS 
VS. FRACTIONAL ABSORPTIONS 
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run o f ) vs c°< was made to determine T, and ft ,
(figure 9 ). These values were then substituted into the 
c n T expression for the linewidth which was derived for a 
nuclear spin = 0 alkali model. The predicted Lorentzian 
was then plotted. The predicted electron signal is shown 
as a solid curve in figure 11. The actual electron signal 
was then measured at a fixed rf power as a function of rf 
frequency OJ . The observed electron line was then normal­
ized at one point to the predicted curve. The result is 
shown in figure 11. The agreement between the measured and 
predicted signal is excellent.
On the basis of the above results, it seems unlikely 
that nuclear spin effects are noticeable within the experi­
mental error of the experiment.
5. Frequency Shifts
The measurements of electron resonance frequency 
shifts due to spin-exchange collisions with Rb atoms were 
facilitated by noting that
< P M  K
« s aff ’
i.e. the sign of the frequency shift changes when the sign 
of the alkali polarization is reversed. Since left and right 
circularly polarized pumping light produce alkali polarizations 
of opposite sign, the electron frequency shift can be observed 
by measuring the change in the frequency of the resonance 
peak due to a corresponding change in the alkali polarization.
FIGURE 11 
PLOT OF THE LORENTZIAN LINESHAPE 
CALCULATED FOR A PARTICULAR VALUE OF 




The frequency shift was measured at fixed Rb density 
and at various temperatures by measuring the center frequency 
of the resonance line, first with left then with right cir­
cularly polarized pumping light. One half the difference
2hof these two center frequencies gave the value of the shift.
The magnitude of the Rb polarization was estimated 
by measuring the absorption of the pumping light first by
polarized Rb atoms, then by unpolarized Rb atoms. If one
assumes that the absorption is proportional to [ l  - P M ]
then one can write
AU*>L*V [l -  P(R) J
At. (mml Hit) 1 J
so
PM * I -
A k ,
A b s  (0HPOL RL)
Since the static magnetic field was produced by a 
Helmholtz pair it was not possible (because of field inhomo- 
genieties) to measure the relative amplitudes of the various 
Zeeman transitions to check the above estimate.
No frequency shift measurements were done for e-Na 
spin-exchange collisions because of the uncertainty in 
estimating the Na atom polarization.
6. Systematic Errors
A discussion of the possible systematic errors that 
were checked, follows. One of the worst sources initially
71*
were the density gradients. They were reduced so that the 
estimated error was <5$*
The possibility that the white light beam might 
influence the electron linewidth was thoroughly investi­
gated. No effect was observed.
One source of systematic error became apparent in 
the middle of the experiment. Until this time a lens out­
side the shields which focused the white light beam onto the 
slits of the spectrometer had been adjusted from time to 
time to obtain a maximum output from the photomultiplier at 
the beginning of a set of runs. The process of changing the 
lens position, however; varied the angle of incidence of the 
white light beam onto the slits. This changed the effective 
sift width as seen by the beam, hence causing variations in 
the fractional absorption. This was systematically checked 
"by making high and "room" temperature runs with the lens 
held at one fixed position. The lens was then moved and 
the measurements were repeated. Although this shifted all 
the fractional absorations, the ratio
\ • AB’ / rcm 0
/ . J i £ L _  )
( F A H Z h i )  Tf/*P
remained constant. The conclusion was that if the lens or 
any part of the optical system were altered during any part­
icular run then the measurements would not be reliable.
All previous data was discarded and new measurements 
were made on both Rb and Na.
The temperature measurements as stated earlier were 
obtained by measuring the temperature on the outside surface
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of the sample. Dummy cells were constructed to determine 
what the temperature inside the sample was at a given out­
side temperature. One of the dummy cells of known volume 
contained a known pressure of gas and was connected to a 
manometer. The sample was heated while its outside temper­
ature was monitored with thermocouples and the change in 
pressure was recorded on the manometer. The other dummy 
cell contained three thermocouples sealed inside the cell.
These checks indicated that the error in temperature measure­
ment at the highest temperatures was 25°C.
A possible source of error which should be mentioned
is that the electrons may not actually be thermalized. However,
2kprevious experiments and early phases of the present
T 6 2 Uexperiment make this seem unlikely. B H P showed that
the electron linewidth at fixed Rb density was independent
of buffer gas, buffer gas pressure, or whether the electrons
3
were produced by an rf discharge or by H . In the present 
experiment both He and Ne were used and the pressures varied 
from lH to 200 Torr. Some of these cells contained H and 
others contained an rf discharge. Identical results were 
obtained at fixed Rb density in all cells within experimental 




1. Linewidth vs. Fractional Absorption Results
The results of both the Rb and Na measurements are 
presented in this chapter. Typical sodium and rubidium data 
are presented in figures 12 and 13 respectively. In each of 
these figures the electron linewidth has been plotted at two 
temperatures (300° K and 660° K for Rb; 1*00° K and 725° K 
for Na) as a function of the white light fractional absorp­
tion. The zero alkali density intercept was taken to be the 
linewidth due to magnetic field inhomogeneity, ( 250Hz).
The results of the measured ratio of
are presented in table 1. Here the term "room temperature"
mean electron velocities at the two temperatures measured. 
Table 1 represents an average of the data collected on 
different runs. The error assigned to
represents the spread in the total data collected. An 
examination of table 1 shows that within the experimental
1/7/ *°°*
refers to the temperatures of the coated bulbs (300° K for
Rb; 1*00° K for Na). Table 1 also contains the ratio of the
177 /
FIGURE 12 
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FIGURE 13 
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error, for bo:,h Ua and Rb
( & V \
I //a > t 'k
f 6X>\
/ ~7T ) l!0°*[ M a  J  K m  P
is proportional to the electron velocities over the temp­
erature ranges measured. This means that the e-Rb, and 
e-Na spin-exchange cross sections are roughly constant 
over this range.
If one utilizes this information, then values at 
room, temperature can be obtained for both the e-Rb and e- 
Na spin-exchange cross sections. In the expression
^  -  < * « ? . >
the thermal average
( f t  rsey
can be reduced to
(AT) Vse
if the spin-exchange cross section is assumed constant.
If the average or mean velocity is chosen, then
<»<&  - f f W
where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature in 
°K, and m is the electron mass. Hence
) = ^ 2 1  ) { 1 2 1 ) 2 in \
/ R o o n  A[a / room \ ? k T  [1 T )
Temp 'w?
The results of this calculation appear in table 2.
The results of the frequency shift measurements
80
are presented in table 3. Since the polarization estimates 
could not be rigorously checked, this data is intended to 
be only qualitative.
2. Comparison with Recent Theory
Recently, close-coupling calculations have been
p O p *3
completed by Moores and Ilorcross ’ for electron sodium
collisions in the same energy range as measured in this
paper. In table 1+ their results are compared to the
& V  )
results of this experiment. The comparison of “jf'J'iOl’K 
shows that the observed linewidth is about a factor of three 
higher than predicted by Moores and Norcross. A source 
of error in the measurements of J is in the
use of vapor pressure curves. It has been previously
shown that the bare pyrex walls of a cell act as a sink
26
for sodium vapor. The vapor pressure however is de­
fined as the pressure exerted at a given temperature on 
a saturated vapor by a vapor source. A saturated vapor 
is more difficult to produce if there is a constant sink 
for the vapor. Thus in order to obtain a number density 
for the sodium vapor by means of vapor pressure curves, 
one must reduce the uncoated area of the bulb as much as 
possible.
Mindful of this, a special cell was constructed 
to measure the sodium density at 1*00° K. This cell was 
approximately 75$ coated with sodium metal and had no 
reservoir tip. Measurements of the electron linewidth
81
as a function of cell temperature followed the vapor 
pressure curve for sodium very well.
The measurements, were made over very limited 
range of temperatures /— '15° C . Over this narrow range, 
< ^ >  is constant and one expects that 
A  X> «< JJA .
For a saturated vapor, 11^ is proportional to the vapor
pressure, hence for a saturated vapor Av electron should
track vapor pressure curves as a function of temperature.
The special bulb results are plotted in figure 1^, as
are the vapor pressure curves of Ioli and Strumia and
those of Honig and Kramer.75 This figure shows that
the linewidth does indeed track the vapor pressure
curve. The temperature for this run was measured using
three copper constantan thermocouples which were cemented,
one each, to the top, bottom, and middle of the cell
with Corning heat sink cement. Prior to placing the cell
o
m  the oven, the oven was run to 500 C and held at that 
temperature for about 30 minutes. The oven then cooled 
to llt0° C and the cell was inserted in the oven. This 
procedure of preheating the bricks greatly reduced the 
temperature gradients across the sample and also helped 
to stabilize the temperature. Typical temperature 
gradients across the sample were 5° C.
The linewidths measured at a given temperature are
p
in excellent agreement with those of Balling in which 
he used a bulb 60% coated with sodium. Other Na bulbs
FIGURE lb 
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not well coated produced linewidths at a given temperature 
which were several times lower than those of the 75$ coated 
sample. Ioli and Strumia^ claim that cells 50$ coated 
or better give saturated vapors. Also, by measuring Na 
signal amplitudes at a fixed temperature and under identi-
O £
cal conditions, Balling found no difference between the 
signal sizes in two bulbs, one 60% coated and the other 
95$ coated.
With all of the above results in mind it seems 
very unlikely that a factor of three error could exist in 
the linewidth measurements (which is what would be 
needed for these measurements to agree with Moores and 
Norcross^^> 23) especially in view of the fact that even 
if the 75$ coated bulb did not produce a saturated vapor, 
one would expect that the linewidth would be too narrow 
at a given temperature, not too wide.
The other comparison in table U is between the 
observed and predicted ratio
( y £ )
i r ) - <
The predicted ratio is about 8$ higher than the upper 
limit of the present measurement.
The result that the spin-exchange cross section 
is constant over the temperature range measured is in 
contradiction to earlier results of this experiment.^6 
The earlier conclusion that the electron linewidth did
not vary with temperature was drawn mainly from the re­
sults of a single quartz discharge sample. While measure­
ments were being performed on this cell, the angle at 
which the white light beam fell on the entrance slits of 
the spectrometer was altered. As mentioned earlier, it 
was subsequently found that this can change the observed 
fractional absorption. The data from this cell is thus 
in strong suspect. The data from other samples run in 
the early phases of the experiment agree with the present 
results.
3. Comparison with Recent Experiments
It was also the intent of this experiment to 
check previous optical pumping results of e-Ha and e-Rb 
spin-exchange collisions. Experimental results of Balling^ 
for Na and those of Balling, Hanson, and Pipkin‘S  for Rb 
are presented in table 5 along with those of the present 
experiment.
From table 5 we see that the agreement is quite 
good with the exception of the shift to linewidth ratio 
for Rb. BHP estimated a Rb polarization of ■— 90?$. The 
polarization measurements in the present experiment imply 
that the estimation of BHP was too high, a lower estimation 
would bring their results into good agreement with the 
present experiment.
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It. Assignment of Errors
J
The errors quoted for JT°K  for both the Ha and
)*
— r=- J A o o M  
JJ STtAP"
Rb experiments represent the spread in the slopes for the
total data taken for each alkali as stated at the beginning
of this chapter. The errors for the electron linewidth 
measurements at 1*03°K for Na and 293°K for Rb appearing in 
table U are the maximum spreads in the data at those tempera­
tures. The alkali atom density errors represent the uncertain­
ty in the use of the vapor pressure curves of references 7k
and 81*, and were chosen to be 20%.
The errors assigned to the cross sections in table 5 
are calculated by adding the and density errors in 
quadrature.
5. Conclusion
The linewidths at fixed alkali densities are in good 
agreement with previous experiments. There appears to
be a real discrepancy between the results of the present 
experiment and the calculations of Moores and Horcross.^'^^ 
Because of the good agreement between their theory and ex­
perimental results in the eV range the lack of agreement 
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(Room Temp=300°K for Rb;
U00°K for Na )
v0 (T °K)
v Room Temp e
Rb lit Torr Ne 1.32 + 0.15 1.U6
Na 1+9 Torr Ne 1.1*5 + 0.15 1.32
& v )
X r *
TABLE 1. Results of a^ i for Both e-Na and e-Rb collisions- T°K isl i f -  J/totf 
M 'rtnp
T25°K for Na and 660°K for Rb.
CTI (10 cm ) at "Room TempScattering Particles
e-Rb
e-Na
TABLE 2. Measured values of e-Na and e-Rb spin exchange 




190 .19 + 0.05 .2 + 0.1
300 H V/I 1 + O O H .2 + 0.1
600 0.055 + 0.015 .1 + 0.05
a
TABLE 3- Temperature dependence of for e-Rb collisions
The quantity of theoretical interest is 3 &  Vo
P(R)
22 23 22 2Experiment Theory * Experiment Theory *
dV(l*03oK ) (6. l»+1.0 )kH7, 4i>(l+03°K) = a*/N(725°K) ^/N(725°K)
N (5.0+1.0)xl010cm~3 N ^/N(1*03°K) A+’/N( 1*03°K)




1. 1* 5 + 0 .15 1.73
Ai)(293°K). (1.3 + 0.2) kHz 4 j>/n (66o °k )
N (5.U+1.0)xl09 cm-3 •d-*>/N(300°K)
( 2 . l*+0 . 6 )xl0 ^ cm3 
sec
1.32+0.15
TABLE 1*. Comparison of the measured temperature dependence of the electron line­
width at constant alkali density y  for e-Na collisions to calculations of Moores
22 23 rand Norcross. * Rb-e results are also included. The density was determine
from recent vapor pressure measurements.^
Alkali
Species Temp. °K (kHz)
a s»o
&  2J Reference
Na 1+03 8.2 + 2.0 0 . 0 h < (£■§*) < .09 26
Na U03 8.2 + 1.0
This work
Rb 293 1.3 + .1 . 0l+2 2k
Rb 293 1.3 + .2 .15 + .01 This work
TABLE 5. Comparison of present results to those of earlier experiments?^’2^
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The form of the spin-exchange cross section for 
two spin 1/2 particles is calculated from elementary 
scattering theory. We assume the system to be composed 
of 2 spin 1/2 particles: 1 and 2. Neglecting spin, one
usually writes the asymptotic solution as the sum of an 
incident plane wave and an outgoing spherical wave,
where the incident wave is assumed incident along the z 
axis and f (0) is the scattering amplitude. If the scatter­
ing is spin dependent then of course spin terms must be 
included.
For two spin 1/2 particles there are four possible 
spin states:
where and (i represent the spin up and down states




Only singlet and triplet states are present. and
are the singlet and triplet projection operators.
If the initial spin state is |i^ then the fina.l 
scattered wave is
i k * „*
=  [c* ' ♦
The amplitude to scatter from some initial spin 
st at e |i> to some final spin state |f^ is given by 
We want the amplitude to go from an initial state l“l62/> 
to a final state 
So
= <0,«. | v, m  + p 3 I •*,<>*>.
Solving for an(i ®la2 terms "triplet and singlet
states leads to
<]7 (X"~X °)I F t ®  + fj(e) I £ (x ° + x °)^  ' i
This is the differential scattering amplitude, so the 
differential cross section is
. i  \ u * >  - .
/ *■
Therefore, the total spin-exchange cross section is




Many papers have appeared describing the optical
7 7 7 A 7 0
pumping process via the density matrix. * ’ The follow­
ing, utilizing the density matrix, outlines steps that lead 
to the pumping equation for a fictitious nuclear spin zero 
alkali atom.
Under the effect of left circularly polarized pump­
ing light, the rate equations for the diagonal density




PJA)  ■ T J  I W ™
and
. - i  / I 'M  P..M Sfj
2
where is the absorption cross section for unpolarized
atoms. The factor of ^ accounts for the fact that if com­
plete reorientation takes place in the excited state then 
there is a probability of that the atom will fluoresce 
back to the lower ground state from which it was pumped. 
This cycle leaves the relative ground state populations 
unchanged. The factor of does no" appear in ref. 2k 
because their " (JJy) " is twice the -responding term here.
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Using
p w  - e„iA) -  p . . w ,
we get
oo
P(A) = J  I  to,*) <r(») ^
0
In appendix III it is shown that
2
I  to*) = I  to0) e. 0
So we have
_ jnA
P f A ) = I J *  '
If we now take the Z average over the length of the cell ZQ
w e o l , t a i " S r
yx>
—  w *  - . «■ WZI'V -V «-
a o
1 J a  j I M  j f [ f  e <dv
o
d 0
where the fact thatxj- J -  S(J)
has been used.
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Performing the integral gives
< ? w >  =  7 7  J
M Z .
0
In the limit of low absorption this can be written




/ ~ ( P ( A ) )  
< ( ^ J A ) }  = 2.
yields w
J(PV$> _ [j _ (p(4j)l -I j T(±j<=)rMdv
J i  JO




_L - J- •
r. " 2. J
d t  * %  rP
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APPENDIX III
THE OPTICAL PUMPING SIGNAL
The intensity of radiation of frequency i> absorbed 
by a thin layer ^  ? of absorbing material of density N is 
given by Lambert's l a w ^
where is the absorption cross section. For the case
of the incident light being left circularly polarized, 
alkali pumping radiation incident on a cell of length ZQ 
containing the same alkali vapor in a weak axial magnetic
field, not all atoms can absorb the light. For a fictitious
1 1 spin g- alkali only those in the state mp = can absorb.
The probability to be in the mF = state is Pu^) . So
the expression becomes
d  !(»,*) = -  Ito*) r(»)ltA P J a) Q  ? .
Integrating this over the length of the cell ZQ gives
X
jU i m  - J* t m  = - j vr»)jrA e»id J *
o
or
ifa*.) - !&<>) e
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where l( i>,ZQ ) is the transmitted light intensity of fre­
quency , and l(i),o) is the incident light intensity. But 
since the Z average of a function is given by
*•
3  -if ,
o
we get
The total transmitted light intensity is found by integrating 
over the frequencies ,
f  - 2 0 T(v) N a
I  = J J  fao) C d v  -
o
In the low light absorption limit,
mm
I ~ J I(v,o) [/ - Z0 r(v)SfA {?*,(*)}] dv .
0
Using
<P„A» = i ( i ~  <PM>),
one gets
mO
I  = f  I M  [i - i  (i- < m > )  z. <rt»)/fA ] J v .
o
The observed optical pumping signal is proportional to the 
difference SI in the transmitted light intensity between 
the two cases rf off and rf on,
/!= f I M  2 r w  Ju .
o
Defining the pumping rate as in appendix II,




This represents the change in intensity / I  The actual 
observed optical pumping signal however, is represented by 
the corresponding change in the total light energy S i r  • OP
SiT =  < 5 r  p w > 3
'p
Where A is the cross sectional area of the cell.
10k
APPENDIX IV
GROUND STATE HYPERFINE STRUCTURE OF Mn55
1. Introduction
Prior to the experiment just described, the ground 
state hyperfine structure of Mn'*'’ was measured in a spin- 
exchange optical pumping experiment. The details of this 
work are reported in ref. 31. The intention here is to 
give a brief description of the experiment and the results 
to stress the utility of both spin-exchange and high temp­
erature optical pumping.
The hyperfine structure of the S g  ground state
~a
5 5(I = 2", J = 2") had been previously investigated by atomic
8 x 82beam workers. ’ There are five hyperfine transition 
frequencies from which one can determine five multipole 
interaction constants in the Hamiltonian. First order 
perturbation theory relates these constants to electric 
and magnetic multipole interactions for atoms where 
coupling is a good approximation. In many cases, however, 
relativistic effects, configuration mixing, and higher 
order perturbation terms contribute significantly to the 
interaction constants. In this case, measurements of the 
interaction constants can lead to a refinement of theoreti­
cal wave functions.
In the most recent atomic-beam experiment, three
105
hyperfine frequencies were measured to determine the magne­
tic dipole and electric auadrupole interaction constants A 
and B. The value of B was attributed to relativistic 
effects. The three remaining interaction constants were 
set equal to zero.
2. Apparatus
A block diagram of the apparatus is shown in figure 
15. With the exception of no white light side holes in the 
shields, the Mn apparatus was almost identical to that of 
the Rb and Na experiments just described. The cells were 
300 ml quartz spheres. The rf was derived by frequency 
multiplying the output of the GR Frequency Synthesizer by 
means of a varactor diode circuit.
3. Measurements
The measurements were carried out in a low (1* mG)
field so that all the Zeeman splittings were equal. The
hyperfine transition frequencies are related to the multi-
8 3pole moments through the equations,
V ( F = F  ~  F-.v) = S A ' 7  * t ? D  + /a  E }
»(F zH  <-* r--i) - I * 8 - J31 cA S -A6D -
V(F=1  «-> F'Z )
<ii -JL cas +90D
- h a  - M b  - * d
FIGURE 15 





























where A, B, C, D, and E are the 2-, 2-, 2-, 2-, 2- pole 
interaction constants respectively. The signals were very 
weak and only on one sample was it possible to measure all 
five transition frequencies. Three ar.d sometimes four 
transition frequencies were measured on other cells. All 
measurements were performed at 725°C.
h. Results
The results are detailed in tables I-IV of ref. 31. 
Only the final results are quoted here. A was found to vary 
linearly with neon pressure and the fractional pressure 
shift was determined to be
I f slA) - (2-(> ± 0-2.) X 10 Tor r ' .
A  1
The zero pressure intercept gave A = -72^20836 (15) Hz.
No pressure dependence was observed for B and C.
The quoted values of the other k interaction constants are
B = -19031 (17) Hz,
C =-0.7 + 1 . 1  H z ,
|D| <0.25 Hz ,
|E| <0.02 Hz.
The zero pressure A is in excellent agreement with the 
latest atomic beam value as is B. B also is in good agree­
ment with the latest calculation. The small values of C,
D, and E justify their being set equal to zero in the less
4 • V • 4. 81,82precise atomic beam experiment.
